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A BILLION BUSHELS OF WHEAT

A large number of the county attorneys of the state
met in the attorney general's office today to discuss with

That the United States grew nearly a billion bushels
of wheat this year is the estimate of the department of
agriculture. That is some wheat surely, but the mind
cannot grasp the amount oi it without some aid by which
it can be put in more understandable form.
As the Minnesota mystery is cleared up, the munition
plots grown tiresome, and politics not yet demanding the
good citizen sit up of nights to keep track of them; a few
minutes spent in "speculating in wheat" may not prove
unprofitable.
A bushel standard measure contains 2150.42 cubic
inches, and is just a trifle more than a cubic foot and one- Jilth, which we will use for our "speculating."
A bushel of wheat would fill one foot and a fifth in
length of a trough a foot wide and dee), and a billion
bushels would fill such a trough for a distance of one
billion two hundred million foot. Counting the distance
around the earth as 25,000 miles this would be in feet,
l.OOO.OOO.
It follows then that the wheat crop of this
country this year, one billion bushels, would fill such a
box reaching clear around the earth nine times, or would
fill a box nine feet wide and a foot deep for that distance.
If this same crop was loaded into freight cars each
holding I.H) tons or 1,000 bushels, and these cars were each
40 feet long, it would take a double track from San
Francisco to New York to hold them, for they would
reach in a single line, a distance of 7,575 miles.
Made into five cent loaves of bread, it would rive
1,000 loaves to every person in the United States and
leave enough over to feed all the Belgians and Serbians
besides.

him and each other the enforcement of the prohibition
law going into effect on the birth of the new year. Quite
a number of sheriffs were also in attendance at the
meeting. They will go home wiser, and perhaps make
the balance of mankind better. Who knows;

The republican national press bureau, which is now
furnishing the editorial matter for a majority of the
G. O. T. newspapers of Oregon, sends out some very silly
and trival stulV in many instances. Here is a sample
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The mystery about the big steam freighter Minnesota
resolved itself into nothing more serious than a lot oi rotten boilers, coupled possibly with some equally rotten officials, who allowed her to go to sea in the condition she
was in. Maybe the inspectors wanted to make Davy
Jones a Christmas present.

Oregonians need not worry about the rather excessive
rains of the past six weeks. It will be dry enough after
the first of the year.
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SENSE- AND SENTIMENT

"This babe," the stern physician said, courageously,
"were better dead; for life to it will be a curse, and to its
parents nomething worse. It hasn't brains wherewith to
think, its frame has every mortal kink; and
suffering and shame and woe would be its
heritage, I know. Therefore, I shall not try
to save this misfit infant from the grave."
You'd think we'd all applaud the doc, for
putting up this line of talk; but lo, the
sentimentalists, whose thought machines
X
1
have maudlin twists, throw dornicks at his
bulging brow, and chase him to the timber
now. The sob squad rises in its wrath, consigns the doctor to the broth. "Far better
let an infant grow, all kind3 o ill and pain
to know, to struggle through this vale of tears, with sightless eyes and flopping ears, with stunted mind and palsied
frame, than interfere with nature's game." Forgetting,
as they rant and rear, the doctor didn't interfere. Why
persecute the dauntless doc? Why not improve the human
stock? We are improving cows and hogs and sheep and
hens, and even dogs, but any sort of runt will do, if it is
human stock, say you. Perhaps, a dozen ages hence, we'll
cultivate some common sense.
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Willis He is the most wonderful
man I know.
C Mils Indeed. How so?
Willis Before he got his machine
he promised the usual number of people that ho would take them Tiding,
and ho actually kept his word with all
of them!
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HOW IT HAPPENED.
First Citizen I hat attended der
belli Iral meetings of bot' parties for
dor past ten yearB.
Second Citizen Ah; You like to
hear both sides?
First Citizen Neln! I pelong to

piuss pand!
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face In her hands.
Put the villain, so far from being affected by the sight, could Jfst horribly.
"If she buried It In the garden she
couldn't UIb it up o easily!" he
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Ladies' Fur Top Felt Slippers, assorted colors and
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cachinnated.
LITERAL.
"Pop, tell me aorno conundrums,'
"Conundrums? Why, I don't know
any conundrums, my son."
"Oh, yes, you do! I heard mother
tell Aunt Mary the other day that
you keep her guessing most of the
time."
.
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